
 
Group 1 

What are the detriments of getting rid of net neutrality? 

If Net Neutrality is repealed could ISPs block access to competitor's sites? 

How would repealing net neutrality affect new companies? 

How will repealing net neutrality benefit the public? 

Why do people think net neutrality is a bad thing? 

What is the most important con in your opinion for net neutrality? 

What would be the benefit, in regards to the consumer, if net neutrality was revoked? 

Do you personally see any benefits in taking away net neutrality? 

Will removing net neutrality affect innovation and smaller websites/companies? 

As a consumer and user of the Internet, what do I gain from net neutrality being allowed? 

If net neutrality does get repealed, what can we do then? 

If net neutrality were to go away, would any consumers benefit in any way? Will the average user experience the 
internet differently from how they currently do? Net neutrality first officially came into being in February 2015- how 
did the internet change following its' coming into effect? 

Who specifically is for Net Neutrality and who is against it? 

Is there anyway to have a middle ground between both sides (an alternative policy that limits government control 
over the Internet and the information but also keeps an open market protected from large corporations)? 

How is Net Neutrality going to affect me at my age 

Why do you feel against/ for net neutrality? 

What's the worst that could happen if Net Neutrality is repealed? 

For the average person, such as high school students, what are the benefits of repealing Net Neutrality? 

who wants to get rid of net neutrality? 

If nothing would happen to the Internet if these new rules weren't adopted, why should I care? 

What are the detriments of getting rid of net neutrality? 

If net neutrality was revoked how do you think it would affect a startup or small company? 

Group 2 

Have any precautions been taken to prevent internet providers from censoring websites and throttling certain 
connections? What will prevent them from doing this? 

How long has this fight been for Net Neutrality? 

Why is net neutrality so important if we didn't have it before Obama? The internet seemed the same before and 
after net neutrality. 

Group 3 

How do we ensure that the companies who provide the internet will consistently supply us with adequate internet 
for all services without net neutrality? 

What view do cable and cellphone companies have on net neutrality 

Group 4 

If we do not have Net Neutrality, wouldn't there be a monopoly of one major carrier that would limit the internet 



access, and make people pay huge costs to access certain sites? Which if one carrier has a monopoly, wouldn't 
they just set prices to as high as they would please because people need access to websites? 

If Net Neutrality is repealed could ISPs block access to competitor's sites? 

Group 5 

Without Net Neutrality, will internet users see more or less advertisements than we see now? 

 

Group 6 

Will granting the government power to regulate common carriers have consequences? 

Will the government have too much power over what we can and can't access on the internet? 

Will states be able to govern their own net neutrality laws or will it be a federal issue? 

Group 7 

There is a precendent of equal access on the internet sinces its creation/introduction to the gerenal public, why 
bother changing something that isnt broke? 

 


